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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: 

As Legislative Director of the National Association of Atomic Veterans (NMV), 
I have been requested to provide testimony to this Committee with regard to access to 
treatment and compensation for veterans exposed to ionizing radiation and the effects of 
exposure to this environmental hazard. Thank you for allowing us to express our views. - 
veterans. Because most of our veterans do not have access to a VA treatment center or 
hospital because of distance, inability to drive, and other problems, thexe is no possibility 
they can take advantage of the VA facilities. Even those who do have the ability to use 
those facilities, find the long drives, the long waits and the demeaning attitudes of some 
of the personnel, impossible to contend with in their weakened conditions. We must 
"sweat it out" each year to determine if we are considered on the priority list, along with 
Gulfwar and Agent Orange veterans. My suggestion as a remedy for this situation 
would be to allow these veterans use of the "CHAMPVA" program, or a military medical 
facility if one is available in his area Because the DIC widows have access to this 
system, it is reasonable to include those veterans who do not have access to VA facilities, 
the same advantage. A supplemental policy should be in place for those taking part in 
the program, so that there is no out-of-pocket expense to them. 

The issuc of access to treatment continues to be a very thorny subject with our 

Compensation for veterans exposed to ionizing radiation, and their survivors. 

Hazel OZeary asked me what it was the atomic veterans were most concerned about. I 
told her that in order to prove a claim before the Department of Vettrans Affairs PA) ,  
we must have medical and service records, which we felt had been classified and/or 
destroyed by the VA, Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA), Department of Defense @OD) 

During her first pres conference in October 1995, the Honorable 
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USAF, Director of the 
and Department of Energy (DOE). Subsequent to that request I received copies of letters 
from the Secretary addressed to Major General Gary 
Defense Nuclear Agency; the Honorable Jesse Brown, Secretary of Veterans AflFairs, and 
the Honorable William J. Perry, Secretary of Defense, requestmg their cooperation in 
producing the records referred to. 

Veterans M5rs (VA), March 19, in which he assured me he was committed to helping 
atomic veterans. He stated he was partxipating in the VA-DoD Partnership Agreement, 
working in tandem with DoD to declassify any militaxy records that might idenm a 
veteran's exposure to ionizing radiation. He also stated that he had established the VA 
Human Radiation Interagency Working Group that was working with DoD and the 
Department of Health and Human Services to address the adequacy of all laws and 
regulations to compensate atomic veterans. So far I have not heard anything regarding 
this effort. 

(DNA), also in response to Honorable Hazel OZearys quexy of January 2, stated that he 
had written to the individual military orgamat~ons responsible for records managemenf 
requtsbng they provide him written information about the existence of classified service 
and medical rccords of atomic veterans, and to idom him of their efforts to declassifL 
such records and make them available to atomic veterans. He stated he would not@ me 
of the results of these records' reviews "as soon as we receive nsponses to our requests." 
He then listed the addresses of the Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force and Army where such 
records may bt quested by the atomic veterans. At this time I have not received any 
M e r  communication from the two gentlemen regardhg this issue. The Honorable 
William J. Perry, Secretary of Defense, was written the same letter as the VA and DNA. 
He has not responded as of the composition of this testimony. 

"to address among other things the adequacy of our laws and reguhons to compensate 
atomic veterans." In August of 1993 the Secretary had a golden opportunity to do just 
that Three atomic veterans' organizations' representatives wrote him a joint letter 
questing he use his rule-making authority to amend the regulations that implement the 
legislative laws, P.L. 100-321 and 102-578 (presumptive laws). 

standards of the 1984 Act (P.L. 98-542), have only been made by Congress to date, 
although there are examples of the Secretary's use of his rule-- authority, i.e., 
adding presumptions to the mustard gas, POW, and Agent Orange veterans' entitlements, 
as well as adding foreign country nuclear tests parhcipated in by our veterans, to the 
presumptions in the atomic veterans' presumptive laws. 

The Advisory Committee on Human Radiation Experiments (ACHRE) on page 
8 12 of its Report and Recommendations to the Human Radiation Interagency -Working 
Group, requested that Group to review whether existing laws governing the compensation 

Recently I received a letter fiom the Honorable Jesse Brown, Department of 

A letter from Major General Gary Curtin, Director, D e f a e  Nuclear Agency 

Stmtary Jesse Brown mentioned in his letter he was workmg with other agencies 

Additions to the presumptive laws enacted by Congress to liberalize the strict 
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of atomic veterans are now administered in ways that best balance allocation of resources 
between financial compensation to eligible atomic veterans and administrative costs, 
including the costs and scientific credibility of dose reconstruction. 

The Committee found that the government did not maintain adequate records of 
all veteran partici pants... the Committee urged the Working Group in conjunction with 
Congress to address the concerns promptly. There are five concerns listed; in which we 
concur. I would like to address the last one (#5), in detail. It asks: [ul the time and 
money spent on contractors and consultants in administering the program would be better 
spent on directly aiding veterans and their survivors. Our answer is a resounding "Yes!" 

A letter from the Secretary of Veterans Main to Sen. John D. Rockefeller dated 
July 18,1994 states: 414 out of 15,818 claims were granted on a presumphve basis. (P.L. 
100-321 amended by 102-578). These did not need dose reconstruCtio~~~. We have tried 
to obtain the number of claims granted under P.L. 98-542 which requires dose 
reconstructions. We have been unable to obtain this information fiom the VA (As of 
the end of September 1991 over 12,000 claims had been received for disability or death 
alleged to have resulted from exposure to ionizing radiation under both P.L. 100-321 and 
P.L. 98-542.258 were granted, 167 of whom were survivors. Twenty-five veterans were 
rated at 0 percent.) I mention this only to illustrate what our veterans and widows have 
been strugghg with. Out of over 200,000 veterans exposed to ionizing radiation the 
above statistics deserve immediate correction by Congress. Today I was informed by 
VBA, VA Central Ofkc,  Washington that as of January 1,1996,463 Claims have been 
awarded under the presumptive laws out of 18,5 15 adjudicated There was no 
breakdown as in the 1991 testimony. That is 49 more awards than the 1994 number. The 
Secretary of Veterans ABirs in his letter of July 18,1994 to The Honorable John D. 
Rockefeller stated that as of May 1,1988, "all claims involving atmospheric testing or 
the occupation of Hiroshima and Nagasaki are considered under both laws [P.L. 98-542 
and P.L. 100-321 amended by 102-5781." Ifthat is the case then today's message fiom 
Washugton tells me that of the 463 veterans receiving compensation, some of them must 
have been awarded under P.L. 98-542? In the Secretmy's 1994 letter he states, "Our 
records also show that service connection on a presumptive basis was granted in 414 
cases." Does this mean that there were none granted under P.L. 98-542, since he said that 
all claims since May 1,1988 were considered under both laws? I'm a little confused 
here. So why do we need P.L. 98-542? 

Corporation (SAIC) charges $3,000 for each dose reconstruction. The DNA costs for 
Nuclear Test Personnel Review (NTPR) dose reconstructions for the period 1978 to 1994 
is $13,598,939; the total funding for the Nuclear Test Personnel Review Program for tbat 
same period is $96,500,000. We do not know what "total funding" encompasses. The 
total is $1 10,098,939. 

of that program, including complete costs for the NTPR and UNTPR (Underground 
Nuclear Test Personnel Review) programs from their inception, up to and including 
January 3 1,1996, excluding the dose reconstruction contract costs already received 

The contractor for the DNA NTPR program, Science Applications International 

I have sent a Freedom of Information Act request to the DNA "for all other costs 
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These costs should include, but not be limited to, the funds expended by each Service 
team and money each contributed to the Defense Nuclear Agency for the programs and 
the DNA field command team; funds expended by DNA for its contractor services, 
includmg dose reconstruction costs not previously provided, all salaries, bonuses, or any 
other remuneration paid to employees of DNA, DOE, DoD, contractors and 
subcontractors in performance of their duties regarding the programs. Data base efforts; 
DNA correspondence, and fundmg provided to the Department of Energy for its support 
of the NTPR and UNTPR programs must be provided- 

'Tlease include funding for JRB Company, a subsidiary of Science Applications 
International Corporation (SAIC), and G.E. Tempo, later b a n  Tempo, contracted to 
write histones of DNA's parhcipation in atmospheric tests on the Continent and in the 
Pacific and Atlantic respectively. Funding for research and reports, such as by the 
University of Utah, the National Academy of Sciences, Centers for Disease Control, 
GAO, also should be included, as well as funding provided to the DOE for Reynolds 
Electric and Engmeerhg Company (REECo) NTPR and UNTPR support and any other 
supporting agency, and DNA administrative costs for the NTPR and UNTPR programs." 

Congress Veterans Affairs Committees, as well as the President. It would be interesting 
to see how much of the hundreds of millions and perhaps billions of taxpayers' dollars 
have been spent on compensation of a few sick old men and their suxvivors, and the 
denial of benefits to many others. Millions have been spent alone, on Department of 
Justice defense of lawsuits filed against the government, because of various deaths and 
injuries of military and civilians exposed to ionizing radiation, genexathg new laws to 
protect the government, i.e., the "Wamer Amendment." I wonder how much we paid the' 
Japanese government for loss of life and fish in the "Lucky Dragon" incident because of 
Test Bravo of -on Castle. How much have we spent compensating and providing 
medical care for the M~~VCS of the Marshall Islands, while denying compensation and 
medical care to our own veterans exposed during that same Bravo fiasco? 

to bear the burden of caring for the dying, and the flitherless children, left with maybe 
only one parent, or maybe none. 

at least one widow a day, mostly those left with no means of support and staggering 
medical costs for the care of their spouse during his last illness; the widows of atomic 
veterans who do not have the wherewithal to pay for dose reconstnrctions, and to 
prosecute a claim. And even if they qualib under the presumptive laws, their meager 
$800 a month does little to pick up the slack These women must bear the pam of 
nursing and then losing a spouse to a horrible, lingering death. They then must pick up 
the pieces, perhaps sell their homes to pay medical bills and educate their children, or the 
children must leave school because of lack of funds. The issue of whether their husbands 
were the victims of "medical and scientific experimentation" is a millstone around their 
necks. How could our government do that to these patriotic Americans? There's no 

When I receive the requested information I will furnish it to both Houses of 

On the subject of compensation, please take into consideration the survivors left 

I would like to speak to the issue of wives and widows in particular. I speak with 
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medical records and the darrrmng documents are buried by the DoD and other agencies. 
AIthough the Committee seems to feel that the atomic veterans were not as experimented 
upon as those injected with plutonium or fed uranium-what do you consider an injection 
or ingestion of radionuclides? Does the wind swirling about your face filled with 
plutonium and other alpha emitters unmeasurable on a film badge constitute an 
injection? These men were inhaling or ingesting these poisons, and although they were 
not miners and exposed to radon, nor did they have a syringe of plutonium injected into 
their bodies-what is the difference? It only takes one micron of plutonium to give a full- 
blown lung cancer. That little tiny speck if inhaled, will settle in the alveolar lung sac or 
the mediastinal lymph nodes and become a ticlung time bornb-perhaps in 15 or 20 years 
the victim develops lung cancer, lymphoma or other cancers, however, lung cancer for 
the atomic veteran is impossible to prove. It's okay if you're a miner, but not if you're a 
veteran. 

Full 100 percent disability compensation must be awarded the remaining atomic 
veterans as well as complete medical care for any illness. When he dies, his widow must 
have a lump s u m  benefit sufficient to pay all bills connected with the veteran's last illness 
of at least $100,000 with no ofiets for Social Security, VA benefits or other 
governmental payments with respect to the veteran's disability. The children's fuil tuition 
at a college or university of hisher choice until age 26 must be provided In addition to 
the lump sum benefit, the widow must receive her husband's full disability so that she is 
in no danger of losing her home. This applies also to widows currently receiving VA 
DIC benefits. All benefits to be retroactive to date of first filing of cIaims for benefits. 
This is a small price to pay when compared to the staggering costs of all the expenses of 
the studies, NTPR, UNTPR, maintaining secrecy, hiring contractors to accomplish 
questionable dose reconstructions, and aIl other expenses as outlined above. 

Governmental secrecy and its effects on veteradsnrvivors 

government has kept two sets of medical and seryice records of the atomic veterans. I 
list below some of the documents uncovered recently: 

We have mintaincd throughout the years, but have been unable to prove, that the 

1. Current Directives - Subject: Safety Regulations for work in Target 
Vessels formerly JTF-1, BUREAU OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY, 
E N l O W e ,  Washington, D.C. 3 1 January 1947, Page B-22: 

civilian, who may be exposed to radiation or radioactive hazard, will 
be required to have a complete physical examination prior to 
commencing such duty. Special medical records 

6. PRE-EXAMINATION. All personnel, both military and 

-m 
Page C-2 3.52. Internal Radiation NO mount of PiUtOniUm 

. .  or a similar alpha emitting element is ever considered tolerable ... 

the is c-ed a 

. .  ora- . .  
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Page C-6. The on@ copies of aU papers for each person 
examined will be firmly fastened together and will be forwarded to the 
Atomic Defense Division, Code 74, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery... 
The duplicate of each examination will likewise be securely fastened 
and filed at the 1 
copy of the completed examination to the 
Code 74 ... A statement that a special radiation examination was gven 
as provided in this publication shall be entered in the corresponding 
person's health record...An abstract of the examinaton will be entered 
in the special Radiation Abstract of the Health Record..These abstracts 
are to remain in each Health Record for the duration of service of all 
personnel involved. 
REPORT OF CONTACT fiom VARO 344 7-1 1-77 
"When all this information is assimilated, a call needs to be made to 
Fred so that they can help get the & 

. .  
. . .  

2. 
. .  

. .  . .  us- 
( )- 

3. HOSPITAL, CORPSMAN 1 & C, BUREAU OF NAVAL PERSONNEL 
NAVY TRAINING COURSE NAVPERS 10670, page 260. Record 
of Exposure to Ionizing Radiation OD-1 141) The form is used to record 
e x p m  of all personnel who: 
I. Work in a radioactive environment 
2. Enter a radioactive area 
3. Are exposed to ionizing radiation 
4. Are exposed to nuclear explosions 

The DD- 1 14 1 shall be initiated when military personnel are 
first exposed to ionizing radiation; thereafter, it becomes a permanent 
part of the membeis health record. (None of the atomic veterans I 
have spoken to have found this form in their medical file, ifthey could 
find their medical file. 

4. CHAPTER 2. IONIZING RADIATION REGISTRY EXAMINATION 

related to the maintenance of VHA's (Veterans Health Administration's) IRR (Ionizing 
Radiation Registry) program of physical examinations for conmexi veterans. 

Public Law 99-576 "Veterans Benefits Improvement and W t h  Care 
Authorization Act of 1986," enacted October 28,1986, mandated the Secretary of the 
Department of Veterans Main to establish and maintain an Ionizing Radiation Register 
of atomic veterans. 

data on compensation claims and radiation doses from VBA (Veterans Benefits 

The purpose of this chapter is to outline clinical and administmive policies 

a. The IRR will consist of physical examinations with access to supplemental 
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Administration) and DNA (Defense Nuclear Agency) of DOD (Department of Defense) 
respectively. VA shall compile and consolidate all pertinent information maintained by 
relevant elements of VA or DOD. -A- over 200.000 t- . .  

As of u 1996 20.351 v) . .  

Preexamination activities 
(4) CHR (Consolidated Heaith Record). Establish a CHR if one does not already 

exist. VA Form 10-1079, Emergency Med~cal Identification, should be affixed to the 
front of the record and the word "RADIATION" circled Any veteran claiming exposure 
to ionizing radiation and all veterans participating in the registry should have VA Form 
10-1079 afhed  to the front of the CHR. 

Code Sheet Completion (5) 
I quote verbatim the following: 

. .  
(4 Thee or deSu3Ee will complete p a  I of VAIQm 1 0 - 0 0 ~ 0 ~  

0) The 

c- will fl 
v- to the -forb . . .  . .  
v OfVA Esm 10-OQ20A. To 

mhGmL@mphasis added) 
Post-Examination Activities 

themor- 

-(Emphasis added-) 

(2) Send one legible copy only, 
Reporting Requirements 

(Emphasis in v- . .  

added.) 
RECORDS CONTROL, DISPOSITION AND RETENTION 
a. RecordsControl 

( 5 )  The code sheet will be prepared with one copy. 
(b) The legible copy sent to the EAS in VA Central office. 

(1) Copies of code sheet retained at the facility should be heid for 1 year. 
(2) Disposal of these code sheets, after one year will be in accordance with 

poiicy established at the local level (i.e., burning, shredding, etc.). 
c Records Retention. Ionizing radiation examination information will be made part 
of the perpetual medical record at medical facilities for 75 years after the last 
episode of care, This includes: 

b. Records Disposition 
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(1) VA Form 10-0020A, Ionizing Radiation Registry Code Sheet, 
(2) Progress notes, 

(4) Patient locator cards, 

(6) Any other documentation that may have been part of a radiation examination. 

(3) Laboratory reports, 

( 5 )  X-rays, and 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING VA FORM 1M02OA IONIZING 
RADIATION REGISTRY CODE SEEET, AND A COMPLETED 

SAMPLE OF VA FORM 1o.oo2OA 

1. GENERAL An origrnal code sheet will be prepared in accordance with the 
following instructions: 

c. The e code sheet should be filed in the CHR (Consolidated Health 
Report) and one legible copy sent to the IRC (1 15A), EAS (Environmental A m  
service), Washington, DC. Additional follow-up examinations, as required, will be 
documented in the CHR, and will only be submitted to the EAS when there is a change to 
veterans health status, i.e., Item 17 regardrng 
Disease(s)," ... 
3. SectionII-- 

Item 19 "Radiogenic Related 

. .  . .  
v- * 

Enter appropriate code in block If yes, enter "1," note in Item 20 "Remarks" 
section with sptcrfic information (e.g., daughter - Down's Syndrome, grandson - cleft 
palate, etc.); Enter "2" if no and "3" ifunknowa As of 4-18-96 the VBA, VA Central 
Oflice, Washington, faxed this statement to me: "Our registry data show 783 veterans 
responded 'yes' to this question." The VA did not iden* the numbers or types of birth 
defwts. 

The last page of this document, M-10, Part II, Chapter 2 APPENDIX 2C, March 
30,1992, page 22, is a very poor copy of the Ionizing Radiation Registry Code Sheet with 
the Veterans Administration Logo at the top. The first subheading states: "Obtain this 
information from patient's chart only;" under that is "Section 1. To be completed by 

tion" Identification of the veteran follows.The second subheading, medical admrnlstra 
states: To be Completed by Exammn . g Physician o r b g r a m  Coordinator. Number 17 
of the form states: "Is there evidence of birth defects among veteran's children or 
grandchildren? (See above paragraph.) 

their illnesses, and the mutagenic effects of their children since 1986. That being the 
case, why wasn't that information used for the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) 
Feasibility Study? They had access to the total numbers and types of defects, while only 
Stating to me that 783 veterans answered "yes" to 17. At this point wc feel the VA bas 
committed h u d  upon those veterans and their children. I say that because the negative 
feasibility study of our offspring by the National Academy of Sciences has denied us the 

. .  

From the above I conclude that the VA/DNA/DOD has had a regrstry of veterans, 
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epidemiologic study we have requested over the years of those chddren. At this t h e ,  
and particularly because there is a contemplated study funded in part by the VA of the 
Agent Orange children for spina bifida occurrences in that population, we demand equal 
consideration of our offspring, and not for just spina bifida Enclosed is our latest data 
base printout of our children and grandchildren and their mutagenic illnesses. Of 620 
veterans reporting with a total number of children of 1,977 there are 1 , 178 birth defects 
not counting 588 miscarriages, still b&early deaths, live births with serious genetic 
defects and premature births. Total number of veterans reporting grandchildren, 396, 
total number of grandchildren, 1961 with a total of 393 birth defects and 293 others. 
We also have a few great-grandchildren with birth defects. 

1. 
same amount-regardless of site of exposure and that all such illnesses be presumptive. 
2. 
declassified. 
3. 
Committee on Environmental Hazards, August 1993, be included for consideration in the 
existing laws and any future laws pertaining to atomic veterans, without time constraints 
since that list was limited to a cutoff date of 1970. 
4. That the radioepidemiological tables be eliminated as a source of reliance by the 
VAindetemmq a veteran's/survivor's entitlement to service connection benefits. 
5. We recommend h t  all vetedmvivoxs covered under RECA be awarded the 
highest sum (SlOO,OOO) now awarded oniy to uranium miners, with no of&% or 
restrictions and that all the radiogenic illn& listed below be added to the RECA law. 
6. AAer all these radiogenic illnesses: lung, bone, colon, prostate, parathyroid 
cancers and posterior subcapsular cataracts, nonmalignant thyroid nodular disease, brain 
and central nervous system tumors (this includes Meningioma), unexplained bone 
marrow failure and diabetes have been added to the presumptive laws, that P.L. 98-542 
be repealed in its entkty. That any illnesses determined by an independent non- 
governmental medical institution agreeable to both parties to be radiogenic, shall be 
added to the pumptive list as well as RECA. 
7. 
survivors for the care, treatment, hosptakation, loss of earnings and other expenses of 
the veterans final illness in the amount of $100,000, if the vetem died of a disability as 
listed in P.L. 100-321, 102-578 or any illness listed in 6. above, or any illness found to be 
radiogenic in the future. That this remuneration (as suggested in the Report of the 
Advisory Committee) be in addition to DIC (survivors' benefits) and not subject to any 
other offset for Social Security benefits or other governmental benefits received as a 
result of the veteran's illness. Priority care in VA hospitals must be on a continuing basis 
and not subject to yearly renewal. 

All radiation victims be compensated for the same radiogenic illnesses and in the 

That all classified service and medical records of atomic veterans be immediately 

The 11 other additional radiation risk activities revealed by the Veterans Atlkirs 

. .  

That survivors of atomic veterans, be awarded monetary sums expended by the 
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8. Onsite presence at a test site, or any other proximity to ionizing radiation will be 
presumed for compensation purposes in the absence of evidence to the contrary. 
9. That the registry of birth defects of offspring of atomic veterans outlined in 
VA Form 10-0020A and those offspring of atomic veterans listed in the NAAV data base, 
attached, and any future birth defect offspring data of atomic veterans, be made available 
to an independent, nongovernmental agency or group of independent epidemiologists for 
an honest study to be accomplished in the near future, paid for by the government, and 
that in the meantime, compensation for their care and treatment be awarded those 
offspnng or their guardians. 
10. 
including those currently receiving benefits, without the necessity of refiling. 

That all claims awarded by the VA be retroactive to date of first filing of claim 

Savings to the Department of Veterans Affairs 
We are aware that the addition of those cancers and illnesses listed in 6. above 

could theoretically create an additional financial burden on the Department However, 
Congress has already appropriated substautial sums for payment of claims under all laws 
pertaining to atomic veterans. Given the pitiful number of claims awarded under the 
presumptwe laws (less than 500), we believe there should be no added expense to the 
Department. Most of the claims granted are paid to widows at a much reduced rate &om 
that paid the veteran. Benefits paid to terminally ill veterans will probably only be paid 
for a short time, given the nature of their disease. Congress, in order to offset any 
possible expense could repeal P.L. 98-542, thereby eliminathg the necessity of the 
expenditure of moneys for dose reconstructions by the DNA and its contractors as well as 
all the other txpcnses connected thereto. 

the independent, nongovernmental study of the oiBpmg of the atomic veterans who 
suffer from mutagenic problems, and compensation to those afflicted, or their guardians, 
for their care. 

Elimimting the expense of dose reconstructions would free up funds for use in 



National Association of Atomic Veterans 
Date: 4/11/96 

Total Number of Atomic Veterans Reporting: 620 

Total Number of Children Reported: 1977 

Births: - Other: 
Miscarriages: 238 Neoplasms (Cancers, tumors): 

Still BirthdEarly Deaths 156 Mental Retardallon: 
Live Births with Serious Genetic Defectsl51 

Premature Births: 43 Epilepsy: 
Cerebel Patsy: 

Conaenital Defects: 
Internal m a n s :  

Appendages: 

Bone (Inc. Skull): 

Heart: 

Blood: 

73 
2 

118 

67 

87 

p e ;  Many children had more than one defect 

Eye Problems: 
Deafness: 
Sterility: 
Psychiatric Illness: 
Spina Bifida: 

Diabetics: 
Multiple Sclerosis: 

120 

88 

26 

25 

72 

43 

36 
63 

4 

17 

11 

Miscellaneous: 
Respmtory, Muscle. Teeth, Skin: 248 

Prepared by Rudy Florentine, chairman of the genetically affected children project 
of the Atomic Veterans 



National Association of Atomic Veterans 
Date:4/11/96 

Tota Number of Atomic Veterans Reporting: 396 

Total Number of Grandchildren Reported: 1961 

- Births: 
Miscarriages: 138 

Still BirtWEarly Deaths 38 

Uve Births wllh Serious Genetic DefectsBS 

Premature Births: 32 

Conaenital Defects: 
Internal Organs: 
Appendages: 
Bone (lnc. Skull): 

Heart: 
Blood: 

22 
3 

24 

20 
8 

Other: - 
Neoplasms (Cancers, Tumors): 

Mental Retardation: 
Cerebal Palsy: 

Epilepsy: 
Eye Problems: 
Deafness: 

sterllny: 
Psychiatric Illness: 

Spina Bifida: 

Diabetics: 
Muttiple Sckrosis: 

Miscellaneous: 
Respratory, Muscle. Teeth, Skin: 

Fob: Many gtandchiMren had mom than one defect 

Prepared by Rudy Florentine, airman of the genetically affected children project 
of the Atomic Veterans 

-- 

25 
44 
3 
8 

32 
25 

3 
31 

3 

8 
0 

134 


